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About This Content

The Lobot Box contains a gold robot vanity set for your character in Portal Knights including:

- Lobot Arms
- Lobot Body

- Lobot Helmet
- Lobot Legs

Access your robot vanity set from the in-game shop in Portal Knights.

Take down the evil that has invaded the worlds of Portal Knights in this action-RPG sandbox game! Travel between randomly
generated worlds and meet new characters. Level up your character and battle monsters unleashed by The Fracture. Explore
each world and mine resources required to craft unique and powerful items. Rebuild the worlds in ever-changing landscapes.

Restore peace to the world by defeating the Portal Guardians and becoming the ultimate Portal Knight!
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Title: Portal Knights - Lobot Box
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Keen Games
Publisher:
505 Games
Release Date: 18 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 64bit Versions of Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: AMD Phenom(tm) 8450 Triple-Core Processor (3 CPUs), ~2.1GHz or Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 @ 3.0 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 470 (1Gb VRAM) / ATI Radeon TM HD 6870 (1Gb VRAM)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: On Board

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Finnish,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Simplified
Chinese,Swedish,Polish,Turkish,Czech,Thai
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Spriter is a simple tool for 2D skeletal animation. It makes creating 2D game characters a breeze and has most of the features
you would want. If you are working on a 2D game and want fluid character animations without too much hassle, Give Spriter a
try.. 7KAA is a classic RTS with game concepts not seen in the genre before or since.

I played this game 17+ years ago, and recently picked up a copy on Steam. What is it about this 1997\/98 game that is so
appealling?

- Limited population. Manpower is a constant concern, and population growth is slow. Unlike other RTS where its simply a
matter of gather resource and magically units are always produced at buildings by expending resource, in 7KAA the supply of
people is constant concern and limitation. You must manage where people go. Do they work in the mines, or factories or science
towers? Do they train in your forts or become spies? Will there be enough peasants to grow food? You need to manage and
conserve manpower.

- Expansion. Complicated and interesting. Play with neutral village resistance as high to get this point better. You can't just
conqour a village at will. You need a plan. Will you build a linking fort with a high ranking general of the same nationality, and
wear them down with offering good governance? Will you bribe them with grants (less effective if too frequent) will your good
reputation help you? Will you sell them goods and give them jobs in a factory or science tower? Or will you just attack them
and massacre all defenders? The last option means there are less peasants to make use of afterwards, but it is the quickest if
your army is strong enough. Note manpower needed for conquest, and what manpower can be gained from the capture.

- Loyalty and reputation. If your people's loyalty drops, they defect. Generals who go unpaid or are bribed can switch sides,
taking all the troops in the fort with them. Leave people out in the open for too long and they get sick of the wet and cold and
switch sides. Villages with low loyalty might defect, especially if not goverened by a general. If you run out of money or food,
people willl quit your services very quickly, in addition to your buildings collapsing for want of maintenance.

- Nationality and culture. Maybe since the late 1990's its become uncool to talk about differences in culture. In this game
however it matters. Villages prefer a general of the same culture, and it is useful to have like with like for maintaining loyalty.

- Taxation. Tax them too hard or too often and the loyalty drops and you might have a rebellion. Don't tax enough and you run
out of money - very bad. You can set auto tax when loyalty reaches a level.

- Trade. Best way to make money. Either mine raw materials and manufacture them, or buy raw goods and produce them for
sale. You can sell to your own villages, to other kingdoms with a trade treaty, and to villages with resistance below threshold
(50). You need to seize and hold resources, but be mindful that ungoarded mines can be captured if a village is planted nearby.

- Espionage. Spies, everywhere. This adds interesting complexity. You need spies to counter-spy and also to find out what the
other kingsdoms are up to. You can also use spies to lower resistance in neutral villages, and lower loyalty in enemy villages.
There are nuetral individuals that might join your kingdom (immigration) and they might be legit or they might be spies. If I see
any individual doing something I did not tell them to do, I get suss and execute them. If they were a spy this is revealed, and if
not, then I have lost a person who could have been productive elsewhere. Spies can bribe an enemy general to become a spy and
if successful they can defect taking the fort and troops with them. Spies can also attempt assasination but this is risky.

Skill. People's skills improve over time. Soldiers train up in a fort. Leaders increase leadership. Workers, miners and scientists
slkill up and produce more outputs, faster, and so do construction and spies. This is an interesting component where you can
think into the future on what skills you need, or if you need to retrain people. Lower skilled generals are less effective at
governing, and highly skilled spies are more effective.

War. While the combat is *very basic* and one of the least attractive features of this game, some concepts are interesting. An
army can drop loyalty and switch sides. Proximity of generals to troops matters. Losing your king in battle can be devestating
and cause general rebellion until a new high leadership general is made king. Seige weapons are overpowered, hoever they are
balanced in that they are quite expenesive to build and maintain. Build too many and you'll run out of money, the machines
collapse from lack of maintenance and soldiers defect for not being paid.
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Frythans. I don't find this feature all that attractive but it does add some fun to those interested in fantasy. There are monster
lairs ad trasure to be found in them. One useful thing to look out for is if an enemy is fighting Frythans, it means they are not
defending something or being weakened by losses or enriched by treasure. Something to keep in mind. While here, I'll comment
on greater beings. I didn't find this much use other than it looks cool to build a temple and invoke a greater being from
worshippers.

Music. I like the soundtrack. Nuff said. Sound effects are fairly basic but do the job.

Overall:

Looking past the graphics and the basic combat, its a fascinating game. Don't bother with the sequels, they're crap.

8\/10.. This is more of a tech demo than an actual game. You wander around 3 levels of increasingly unfinished assets. Invisible
shadow men, tons of invisible walls and a red key that CANNOT BE FOUND! That's right, I couldn't even finish the game,
because on the third level I had to look for a red key, THERE WAS NO RED KEY, TRUST ME I LOOKED HARD!

Also, no piano in the game besides the intro screen. False advertising if you ask me.

STAY AWAY, DO NOT PURCHASE! A completely unfinished product.

(hint: using the summersault button to move everywhere makes the game slightly more fun). ich guess i will make it short
because after the first run I think I didnt understand all or anything of the story and thats meant in a positive way because that
shows for me that the game has some depth.

it is short, yes (abt 1,5hrs for me) but I will definitely will give it a second run because there are multiple choices to make and I
want to know if this will also change the ending or the story telling.

I think that the dev intended to keep still some gaps for you after playing it once in order to keep you thinking about the story.
sometimes it is just a decision from devs to pretend the game has depth but in this case I think the writer/dev had something to
tell.

If you like games like Limbo, Inside or munument valley (art design, narration) then you can give it a try without a risk and this
only for the cost of a cold drink at a hot summer day.

8/10 from my side. I didn't know a mobile game could eat up 25-30% of my Ryzen 2700x CPU and 25-30% of my Geforce
1660 TI GPU while MINIMIZED. Are they mining for Bitcoin with my computer?
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The game was awesome until the latest patch...

IT DOES NOT SUPPORT HOTAS

My Thrustmaster t1600m and Throttle TWCS won't bind controls. It seems that the developers don't care about people who use
a Thrustmaster HOTAS. I've gone through all the calibration steps, everything checks out, it's just this game. It's also impossible
to see what buttons get mapped, because the game GUI immediately reverts back to the mouse and keyboard only GUI, which
also don't work. I'm not sure what the developers have in mind to control this game, absolutely nothing works.

Seriously, the developers pretty much ruined this game.

Until the game gets fixed or at least a workable solution is presented, it's not getting my vote.

'11/11/18' edit : After going back and forth with their tech support, the final conclusion is that they cannot fix the HOTAS
problem. So if you wanted to use your HOTAS, then you'll have to play another game because this does not support it anymore..
That was an extremely fun read. It's deeper than expected and depending on the choices you make you will go through a roller
coaster of emotions.

Definitely worth a recommendation. Stunning visuals and a great soundtrack!

Be sure to look for the additional content after the game ends though, it was an essential part of the experience for me..
Short,Beautiful, and Relaxing
for some reason it makes me laugh and smile

If you feel sad you can try playing this game to cheer you up. PROS:

- Beutiful aesthetics, game, and environments.
- Runs great.
- Very reasonably priced.
- Cool armor and weapons.
- Responsive Controls.

CONS:
- No one to play... :(

EDIT: Just exploring the levels - this game is so gorgeous. It is unlike anything out there now or before.

This game is worth more than the $4 retail. They are talented and should be asking around $15.... Nice little indie survival game,
ye there are plenty of them. This is definitely on the better end of early access in my opinion. The multiplayer is a touch laggy at
time, think its chunk loading issue but nothing major. The bugs are quite minimal, graphics are very nice (if you have the
machine for epic GFX,it looks very nice).
The game is early on in production but feels pretty solid, crafting is good, building is a bit basic but thats not the main objective.
Theres AI to fight (quite challenging), you can take pirates from camps as slaves and yhave them around your base (not sure if
they have a full use yet,not got that far).
All in all not a bad game for its price at all, if the devs stay as active as they are now the game will have a chance at becoming
one of the good ones.. Old s(Cool). Why does my game never save? I hate it!!!!!!!! Fix it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. You can't go
out of the car!!!

This is not the best game ever, and it's far form being so, however it's a fun simple mindless driving super arcade game.

Main problem I found about this games the city looks very good, like an actual german "Stadt" nd everytime I play it I want this
game to be a GTA clone, and it's just not.

I don't like GTA, I actually hate it, as they have the cumbest sotires ever,, buy I must recognize they created the Sandbox
template and it works great, just wish this game was another GTA clones as hte city makes me wanna explore it.
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As I said before, form this game expect Simple arcade mindless fun.. Making a fun game using Mahjong is like making a tasty
sandwich using armpit sweat.

The only thing that makes this game differ from other Meh-jong titles is the fact you have this "murder mystery plot" in which
you'll just hit skip and also you'll basically be forced to use these chea- ahem - superpowers to beat levels.
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